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This paper compares two classes of Intermediate Accounting 2 that were 
taught Spring 2009 at a regional state university in the Southeastern United States.  
In Class One, clickers were used every class meeting and in Class Two, clickers 
were not used at all.  Overall student performance in Class One was compared with 
Class Two, and each class was analyzed independently to determine relevant 
predictors for success, or lack of success, within the class.  Predictors included are:  
Grade Point Average (GPA); English Comp I (ECI); Male/Female (M/F); 
Cumulative Participation (CP); and Age.  It was determined that the use of clickers 
did not enhance nor diminish the performance of the students in Class One.  
Findings also show that only GPA was significant in predicting student success in 
the class, and although 2/3 of the class said that they liked using clickers, their 
Course evaluations were less positive for Class One than for Class Two.  

Stemming from the school of thought that “learning is not a spectator sport,” 

systems (CRS) which is “…any system used in a face

instructors” (Deal, 2007).  The basics of a clicker system involve the 
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to a receiver that is connected to the instructor’s computer.  Software on the 
instructor’s computer instantly tabulates and graphs student response

discussion on key concepts while maintaining the student’s attention.  The 

“Sometime
the professor’s fault.  When they see that 80% of the class answered the 
question correctly, but they did not, it is motivation to study more” (2009, p. 

Higgins, and O’Laughlin, 2008).   Furthermore, several studies have shown 

develop intellectual skills “…to use creative problem
consultative process…to solve diverse and unstructured problems in 

nfamiliar settings…to comprehend an unfocused set of facts; identify, and, 
if possible, anticipate problems; and find acceptable solutions” (Arthur 
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(AAA) states that “…the primary cla
emphasize students’ learning…while improving the student’s 

of information technology” (AAA, 1998).  As such, many studies have 

“learning by 
doing” course whereas others involve more conceptual learning.  

by the authors.  Carnaghan and Webb’s study group included four sections of 
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Class One, the “Clicker” class, taught on a MWF 

number and “OK” on their paper and turn it
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materials in the textbook.  The students’ Class Participation (CP) grade was 

asked by the instructor.  In order to earn credit, the student’s response must 

before answering, and a “first come, first served” process was followed.  

enter “A,” wh
such as “A, B, D.”  The instructor determined the speed of the scrolling 
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rise the Class Participation component of the students’ grade.  The 

—

—
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comprehensive.  Regarding taking roll via the student’s use of the clickers, 
yes, this did take some of the instructor’s time outside of class, but when the 
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–

udents’ prior GPA 

sampling of the students’ comments.
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–

I liked using them because I don’t like answering out in class even if I know the 

points through the system.  It’s a great way of learning in addition to keeping 

I think that it forces student to learn at a faster pace. It doesn’t give students the 

With the clicker you don’t have enough time to work out the problem in order to be 

rticipate in general. I don’t like 
how much they weigh on our grade.  There’s no chance for error when doing them.
The clickers make you study each day, and some people can’t study at that pace. 

I personally don’t like it because we don’t have access to the question for studying.  

It put too much pressure on student to get the right answer.  I don’t like them.
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Selected Questions From Students’ Evaluations
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comments about “learning at their own pace” and “lack of time to work the 
problems” were overriding considerations.  

students’ enjoyment—
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